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Main Idea: In spite of the results courageous faith trusts God
looking forward to the eternal reward!
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Courageous faith ___________________________ ….. sometimes
resulting in spectacular results accomplished through
God’s incredible power! (32-35a)
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Faith enables ________________________ people to
accomplish great things for God.
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Faith enables _________________________ people to
accomplish things that are explainable only by God’s
power. (Jn 15:5, 2 Cor 3:5, 4:7)
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Courageous faith _____________________________ ….. enduring
horrific trials without wavering. (35b-38)
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Faith is ready to sacrifice __________________ comfort
for ____________________ reward with Christ.
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Faith does not _______________________ results but
_____________________________ in the sovereignty of God’s
will! (2 Cor 12:9-10)
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Faith in Christ is more important than ________________
itself!
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Courageous faith _____________________________ ….. believing
that future promises of eternal reward will be given
by a faithful God to all who trust in Him! (39-40)
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1.

The writer of Hebrews gives us a long list of men and
women who did incredible things for God by faith. We
often think that faith lessens our responsibility to plan,
organize, and work hard. Why are these not in opposition
to faith but rather complement to real faith?
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2.

It is amazing to reread the stories of Gideon, Barak,
Samson, Jephthah, David & Samuel. God did incredible
things through these men in spite of their flaws. Should
we presume that God is going to work spectacular things
in similar ways through us? What balanced approach
should we take regarding doing incredible things for God?
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3.

How does v. 35-38 teach against the “health, wealth,
prosperity gospel?” How does real faith endure hostility,
trials and even the possibility of death? Read 2 Cor 12:110. What lessons did Paul learn about enduring trials?
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4.

What motivates true believers to endure such horrific
suffering? Are you willing to suffer for the sake of Christ
if the Lord allows it in your life? What does the Apostle
Paul teach in Philippians 1:29? What ways are Americans
being persecuted today?
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What might be a few reasons why God may choose not to
deliver some who trust in Him?
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